TEAMWORK ANNOUNCES THE ACQUISITION OF COREXPERT, THE
FRENCH AWS PURE PLAYER, TO ACCELERATE ITS GROWTH IN THE CLOUD
COMPUTING MARKET IN FRANCE AND WORLDWIDE
Paris, September 25th, 2017 - TeamWork, specialized in consulting, integrating, outsourcing of SAP
solutions and technology platforms, announces the acquisition of Corexpert, Amazon Web Services
specialist and pure player. This unique complementarity allows TeamWork to strengthen its position
in the cloud computing market in France and worldwide.
Amazon Web Services (AWS), a cloud computing pioneer, provides a wide range of services enabling
all types of customers to accelerate the deployment of their infrastructures and business applications.
It is also the only cloud computing provider meeting all performance and security requirements to be
SAP-certified. Thus, project deployments are accelerated and customers benefit from agility and flexibility, so far reserved for the web industry.
Known as an expert in consulting, designing and building AWS Cloud infrastructures, Corexpert brings
its expertise, experience and DevOps approach to TeamWork. Certified AWS Advanced Consulting
Partner, Corexpert technical team develops, deploys and maintains in operational condition solutions
for their customers, based on the most innovative managed services from Amazon Web Services, while
continuously optimizing TCO.
TeamWork, a strategic partner in digital transformation, operates in four core businesses: Business
Consulting, SAP Business Solutions, Technology Platforms and Data Analytics. Recognized by its clients
for its expertise and experience, TeamWork supports both major international accounts and SMEs.
TeamWork's 15 international locations allow it to guarantee 24/7 technical and functional outsourcing
support services and geographical proximity to its customers.
"Corexpert has allowed us to accelerate our deployment on the AWS Cloud and the Time to Market of
Orinox's SaaS Graphics Workstation (OCWS) offer. The synergy between TeamWork and Corexpert
confirms their ability to support us in our client projects (large French and American energy companies)
both internationally and with 24/7 support services"
Maxime Fourreau, founder and CEO of Orinox
The acquisition of Corexpert by TeamWork is part of a strategy to develop an AWS Cloud competence
center to address emerging new needs, such as IoT, Big Data and Blockchain, which are growth levers
for digital transformation. The collaboration with Corexpert, started several months ago, also enabled
TeamWork to consolidate its position as an SAP integrator on the AWS platform.

« The acquisition of Corexpert by TeamWork Group was obvious for two main reasons : our development and partnership with Amazon Web Services, which started with SAP on HANA projects, and the
values shared by our two structures. The perfect complementarity of our expertise will allow our customers to pursue or accelerate their digital transformation, in particular with the adoption of the AWS
Cloud. »
Philippe Rey-Gorrez, CEO of TeamWork Group
« Majority participation of TeamWork Group in the capital of Corexpert is a strong signal to all our
local and international customers. Cloud computing projects are increasingly ambitious and require
larger and multidisciplinary teams. Corexpert proves its technological and innovative value daily, and
joining TeamWork will enable a faster and more structured development to meet a demanding market
with intermediate-sized partners. »
Alexis Daguès, co-founder and CEO of Corexpert
TeamWork and Corexpert will discuss their partnership during the Transformation Day on November
8 at the Salle de la Mutualité in Paris and on November 14 at the Centre de Congrès in Lyon.
TeamWork and Corexpert will also be attending the AWS re:Invent in Las Vegas from November 27 to
December 2, 2017, bringing together more than 40,000 Amazon Web Services customers and partners.

About TeamWork
TeamWork, international group, founded in 1999 in Geneva, is an independent company involved in
four core businesses: Business Consulting, SAP Business Solutions, Technology Platforms and Data Analytics. Recognized by its clients for its expertise and experience, TeamWork is a strategic partner in
digital transformation, accompanying both major international accounts and SMEs. With more than
420 employees and 15 international locations (Switzerland, France, Vietnam, Singapore, China, India,
Canada, United States), TeamWork stands out with its ability to guarantee 24/7 technical and functional outsourcing support services and geographical proximity to its customers. The competence, the
taste for the challenge, the human values and the talent of its teams allow TeamWork to achieve linear
growth and strong customer loyalty. For more information, visit www.teamwork.net

About Corexpert
Corexpert, a pure player of the AWS Cloud, was founded in 2006. Cloud Native company, its team of
20 collaborators consists of Developers, DevOps and Cloud Computing Architects. They have built their
expertise on multiple customer success projects, in particular with the Amazon Web Services Cloud
that Corexpert has been using since 2010. AWS Partner since 2014, then Advanced Consulting Partner
in January 2017, Corexpert assists its customers in the usage of Cloud computing with a constant support, and ensures the skill improvement of customer teams in the daily usage of AWS managed services. Actors of the transformation of IT organizations, Corexpert team develops the best AWS Cloud
strategy with their customers, accompanies them in the adoption of DevOps, automates their cloud
computing infrastructures and offers dynamic and proactive supervision.
www.corexpert.net
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